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Highlights
➢ SMB panelists are more likely to feel their company is underspending on advertising. 

(Page 3)

➢ Fewer than half (43%) of SMBs surveyed currently have a process for measuring marketing 
ROI.  Those who do feel confident about their process, but feel it’s less sophisticated than 
their peers’. (Page 6)

➢ The most common approach to measuring marketing ROI among SMBs is looking at 
overall ad spending versus results generated from that spend (typically response, 
revenue, conversions, or new customers). (Page 8)

➢ Almost two thirds (63%) of SMBs who have an ROI process rely on data (vs their gut) when 
determining the success of an advertising campaign. Only 35% of SMBs who do not have 
an ROI process rely on data.  (Page 9)

➢ When choosing where to spend advertising dollars, being able to effectively target a 
specific audience is the #1 most important factor, followed by ability to measure ROI on 
the ad spend. (Page 11)

➢ Half of SMBs or more are using Google Analytics or email management tools but fewer 
than half have KPIs in place to measure Cost Per Acquisition, Cost Per Lead, Return on Ad 
Spend (ROAS), or others. Nearly three-quarters of those with an ROI process track at least 
one of the four KPIs listed (Page 12 & 14)

➢ New customers/leads is the most widely used metric to measure the success of a 
marketing campaign among total survey takers. However, those who have an ROI process 
in place are more likely to track sales volume/conversions. (Page 13)

➢ Social media/reviews monitoring is the #1 tactic used to improve marketing ROI. About 
half (45%) of SMB panelists have also experimented with various marketing channels and 
used lower cost methods such as e-mail marketing to try boosting ROI. (Page 15)

➢ According to panelists, Search Engine Marketing, Social Media, Direct Mail and Digital 
Video provide both the most accurate AND easiest to understand data/metrics of all 
media options. (Page 17) 

➢ When given a text box to tell us which ONE metric would be most valuable to get from a 
media company, more chose “don’t know” than any particular metric.  Reach and 
conversation rate tied with 12% of write-ins. (Page 18)
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Nearly half of SMBs  believe they are 
underspending on advertising

October 2022
SMB ROI

Those who feel they are underspending feel it’s because their company has chosen lower 
benchmarks 

46%

36%

12%

6%

Underspending

Appropriate amount

Overspending

Don't know

Which statement best represents how you feel about the AMOUNT your business spends on advertising? 

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

(Among those underspending n=72)
Why do you say that? How do you know? CODED OPEN ENDS 

6%

12%

20%

62%

Too busy to focus on
acquisition marketing or not

needed

Not seeing enough
leads/growth

Cautious/budget cuts due to
supply chain/economy

Company opts for
minimal/below benchmark

mktg spend

“We cut back 
spending, 

particularly on 
digital media and 

print. We are getting 
fewer leads as a 

result.”

Full set of open-ends are at 
the back of this document

“Many of our 
competitors seem to 

have larger 
budgets.”
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Over a third believe they are spending the 
right amount on advertising
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Those who feel they spend the right amount often feel that way when their business 
growth is on track 

46%

36%

12%

6%

Underspending

Appropriate amount

Overspending

Don't know

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

(Among those spending the right amount n=57)
Why do you say that? How do you know? CODED OPEN ENDS

10%

20%

37%

47%

On par with industry
standards

Ad spending not
needed

ROI on track

Business growth on
track

“Business continues to 
grow at expected rate 

with what we are 
presently doing.”

Which statement best represents how you feel about the AMOUNT your business spends on advertising? 

Full set of open-ends are at 
the back of this document

“We don't need to 
advertise, we can 

barely keep up with 
word-of-mouth 

referral and return 
business.”
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A smaller percent, 12%, feel they are 
overspending

October 2022
SMB ROI

Of the few who feel they are overspending, many are driven by gut feelings

46%

36%

12% 6%

Underspending

Appropriate amount

Overspending

Don't know

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Which statement best represents how you feel about the AMOUNT your business spends on advertising? 

(Among those overspending n=19)
Why do you say that? How do you know? CODED OPEN ENDS 

26%

37%

37%

Have increased
spending

Not seeing results
on adv money

spent

Feels
excessive/above

benchmark

“'New business, so 
spending A TON on 
marketing.  Feels 

excessive.”

“Either overspending or 
miss-spending - not 

seeing the results we'd 
like to see”

Full set of open-ends are at 
the back of this document
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SMBs are evenly split between those who 
have ROI Processes vs. those who don’t

October 2022
SMB ROI

43%
Do NOT currently 
have a process 
for measuring 

ROI 

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Does your company currently have a process for measuring and 
understanding ROI of your company’s marketing? (n=157)

No
43%

Yes
41%

Unsure
15%

41%
Have a process 
for measuring 

ROI 

49%
42%

9%
0%

43%

33%

14%
10%

Underspending Appropriate amount Overspending Don't know

Has a Process

No process

Which statement best represents how you feel about the AMOUNT your business spends on advertising? 

Those with a process are more likely to have 
a sense of how much they spend, and fewer 
feel they are overspending
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Sophistication of and Confidence in ROI Process

October 2022
SMB ROI

How do you think your company’s process for measuring and understanding marketing ROI 
compares to others in your industry? 

How much confidence do you have in the method your company uses to calculate ROI of marketing? Please 
move the slider to indicate your level of confidence (0-100%) (Base: Has ROI Process, n=65)

22% 3% 11% 18% 46%

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
(Base: Has ROI Process, n=65)

Compared to 
others, 40% of SMBs 

think their ROI 
process is 

46%
of those who have an ROI 

system are strongly 
“confident” in their method less sophisticated

vOf those with an ROI process, most feel confident in their method, even if it’s not highly 
sophisticated 

40% 37%

14%
9%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Less
sophisticated

About the
same

More
sophisticated

Don't know

Average 
Confidence

0% 
Confidence

100% 
Confidence

Not confident Sl
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ROI Process Descriptions 

October 2022
SMB ROI

Tell us more about your process for measuring and understanding ROI of your company’s marketing If you look 
at specific metrics, which metrics are those and how do you track them? CODED Open-Ends, Base

10%

11%

13%

16%

19%

31%

Website conversions

Call tracking

Website analytics
(engagement, clicks, etc.)

Informal client/customer
feedback or surveys

Track metrics in
spreadsheet or CRM tool

Ad cost vs
response/income

generated/conversions

“Cost of ad VS. # of 
responses and income 
generated per ad.”

“We use a CRM tool that helps us 
track customers. We track # of 
form fills, # of people that tour 
our community and # of sales 
that result from each marketing 
source.”

“Google Attribution, IP Attribution, 
Foot Traffic Device Match, offline 
conv tracking, Google Analytics, 
Call Recording.”

“Where placed. Amount spent. 
Response from specific 
placements.  $ value of 
responses and deals done.”

“Cost per lead and 
number of registrations 
the ad generated.”

“We are able to track some advertising 
campaigns and some we are not. Radio is 
difficult to track. Also, magazine ads without a 
coupon, but I choose certain ads to do a coupon 
in because they are more of our target market.”

The most common theme when SMB panelists explain their approach to measuring/tracking 
ROI is weighing total ad spend vs results (response, revenue, conversions, new customers). 

Depends on the medium

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
(Base: Has ROI Process, n=65)
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Overall, SMBs often rely on gut to know if a 
campaign worked

October 2022
SMB ROI

Not surprisingly, SMBs who utilize an ROI measurement process are much more likely to rely on 
data vs their gut when determining the success of an advertising campaign.

Would you say your company relies more on gut or on data when determining if a campaign worked?

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Total SMBs

57%
Rely more on 

gutGut 
57%

Data
38%

50/50, 5%

38%
Rely more on 

data

35%

3%

62%
72%

7%

22%

Relies more on gut 50/50 Equal Relies more on data

Has a ROI Process

No ROI Process

Would you say your company relies more on gut or on data when determining if a campaign worked?

But, those with an ROI Process are more 
likely to make data-driven conclusions 
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1%

2%

4%

27%

29%

31%

33%

42%

46%

46%

62%

Nothing

Don’t know

Other (please specify)

Physical evidence of the advertising
(tearsheets, seeing/hearing it myself)

Surveys of customers/clients
 attributing specific sources

Lead form submissions

Data/metrics from my
media/web partners

Internal tracking data
 (Google tracking, unique urls, QR codes)

Word of mouth -  others outside my
company commenting on the campaign

Social proof – increased friends, fans, 
followers, shares, or comments on social …

Transactional data
(like sales, orders, attendance, etc )

10

Most common way campaign effectiveness is 
determined is by transactional data

October 2022
SMB ROI

What do you rely on most to determine if a marketing campaign was successful? Select all that apply

Transactional data, internal tracking metrics and lead form submissions are the top three 
datapoints SMBs with an ROI process in place rely on.

Other answers included: 
call tracking, device 
matches, and marketing 
software leads 

SMBs with an 
ROI tracking 

process are MORE 
LIKELY to rely on 
internal tracking 
data (54%) and 
lead form 
submissions (42%)

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Being able to effectively target a specific audience is the #1 most important factor, followed by 
ability to measure ROI on the ad spend and reaching enough potential customers. 

Targeting ability is #1 factor in SMBs choices of 
where to spend ad dollars, ROI is #2

October 2022
SMB ROI

When your company chooses where to spend its advertising dollars, which of the following are MOST 
important? Please rank the top 3 most important factors where the one ranked #1 is the MOST important  
(n=157) 

6%

12%

10%

8%

27%

33%

60%

60%

78%

1%

1%

3%

3%

6%

8%

20%

25%

32%

Frequency or Gross Ratings Points
(GRPs)

Relationship with a sales rep

Ease of placing a buy

Something not listed here

Price/CPMs (cost per thousands)

Ability to stand out/cut through clutter

Reach / how many people reached

Ability to prove it was cost-effective
(ROI)

Ability to target a particular audience

#1 Most Important Factor Top 3 Importance

Significantly higher 
among SMBs who 
have ROI tracking 
process at 34%

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Tools / Subscriptions Used

October 2022
SMB ROI

Google Analytics, spreadsheets and email management tools top the list of methods/ 
subscriptions SMB panelists uses. Those with an ROI tracking process use more than those who 
don’t.

What types of tools or subscriptions does your company use? Select all that apply

12%

8%

9%

11%

22%

31%

54%

60%

57%

68%

92%

8%

5%

6%

8%

13%

26%

44%

48%

50%

55%

87%

Other

Marketing attribution software
(e.g., Statcounter, Kochava, Impact, etc )

Business intelligence dashboards
 (e.g., Tableau, PowerBI, etc )

Lead management software
 (e.g., LeadsRX, CallRail, Invoca, etc )

Proprietary software/apps
 developed by my company

CRM tools
 (e.g., HubSpot, Salesforce)

Social media tools
 (e.g., YouTube Creator, MetaBusinessSuite,…

Spreadsheets
 (e.g., Excel, Google Sheets)

Email management tools
 (e.g., Constant Contact, MailChimp, Active…

Google Analytics/Google Attribution

Uses Any of the Tools Listed

Total (n=157) Has ROI Process (n=65)

Total
Has ROI 
Process

2.6 3.3

Average # of 
Tools Used

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Overall, new customers/leads is the most widely used metric among survey takers; however, those 
who have an ROI process in place are more likely to track sales volume/conversions.

Marketing Success Metrics

October 2022
SMB ROI

Which of the following are among the key metrics that you use to measure the success 
of your marketing? Select all that apply (n=157)

3%

25%

40%

35%

43%

51%

57%

80%

75%

100%

3%

20%

31%

34%

36%

43%

52%

63%

68%

96%

Other

Awareness, recall

Impressions, views, exposure

Additional fans, friends, followers

Store visits / foot traffic / event turnout

Engagement (interactions
such as shares, comments, or likes)

Visits to business website
(e.g., click-thrus)

Sales volume
(e.g., conversions)

New customers or leads

Any Listed Key Metric

Total (n=157) Has ROI Process (n=65)

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Total
Has ROI 
Process

3.5 4.1

Average # of Key 
Metrics Tracked
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Cost Per Acquisition (CPA/CPC) and Cost Per Lead are the most used KPIs for marketing success 
tracking. 

KPIs in Use by SMBs

October 2022
SMB ROI

Which of the following metrics, or Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) does your 
company regularly track/assess? Select all that apply. 

11%

20%

43%

51%

45%

74%

12%

14%

26%

28%

29%

49%

Unsure

Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)

Return of Ad Spend (ROAS)

Cost Per Acquisition / Customer
(CPA/CPC)

Cost Per Lead

Any Listed KPI

Total (n=157) Has ROI Process (n=65)

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Total
Has ROI 
Process

1.0 1.6

Average # of KPIS 
Tracked

Significantly 
higher 
among 
SMBs who 
have ROI 
tracking 
process 
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About half (45%) of SMB panelists have also experimented with various marketing channels and 
used lower cost methods such as e-mail marketing in an effort to boost ROI.

Tactics Used to Improve Marketing ROI

October 2022
SMB ROI

Which of the following tactics, if any, has your company used to try to improve marketing ROI for your business? 
Select all that apply (n=157)

5%

23%

29%

29%

40%

57%

58%

69%

91%

3%

15%

17%

23%

23%

45%

45%

55%

80%

Other

Conducted market research to understand
your customer/target audience

Used CRM software to provide insights into
individual customer behavior

Rewarded customer loyalty to boost
marketing ROI

Conducted A/B testing on campaigns

Utilized lower cost methods such as e-mail 
marketing to improve a campaign’s ROI

Experimented w/ various marketing  channels
to determine which yield the highest ROI

Monitored social media/online reviews  to see
what people are saying

Use Any Listed Tactic

Total (n=157) Has ROI Process (n=65)

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Total
Has ROI 
Process

2.3 3.1

Average # of 
Tactics Used
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Events/sponsorships and paid social media advertising are the most used advertising methods. 

Media Types Used by SMBs (and how those 
with an ROI process differ)

October 2022
SMB ROI

Which of the following media types has your company ever used? 

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Total (n=157) Has an ROI Process (n=65)

3%

9%

14%

15%

15%

18%

22%

24%

31%

32%

36%

36%

40%

43%

48%

52%

57%

60%

62%
62%

66%

72%

73%

We have not used media

Other digital

Other non-digital

Mobile in-app ads or…

Streaming audio

Mobile SMS/Text ads

Email sponsorships

Streaming video…

Content marketing

Cable TV

Broadcast TV

Directory listings

Printed directories

Outdoor

Other printed publication

Magazine

Search engine marketing

Radio

Website ads

Direct mail

Newspaper print…

Paid social media…

Events/sponsorships

2%

14%

18%

20%

22%

31%

31%

34%

40%

40%

40%

45%

45%

49%

57%

57%

62%

68%

69%

69%

75%

78%

82%

We have not used media

Other digital

Other non-digital

Mobile in-app ads or push…

Streaming audio

Email sponsorships

Mobile SMS/Text ads

Streaming video…

Broadcast TV

Directory listings

Cable TV

Printed directories

Content marketing

Outdoor

Magazine

Other printed publication

Radio

Website ads

Newspaper print…

Search engine marketing

Direct mail

Paid social media…

Events/sponsorships

Use 
significantly 
more than 
average SMB

Average # of Media 
Types Used = 8.9

Average # of Media 
Types Used = 10.4
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SEM, Social, Direct Mail and Digital Video Most 
Accurate AND Easiest to Understand

October 2022
SMB ROI

Based on your experience, which of the following media do you think provides the MOST ACCURATE/EASIEST 
TO UNDERSTAND metrics/stats (Base: Those who use media type)

5%

6%

8%

9%

9%

10%

14%

14%

15%

17%

23%

24%

26%

27%

29%

31%

34%

36%

39%

49%

55%

68%

Other non-digital

Outdoor

Printed directories

Magazine

Other printed publication

Newspaper print advertising

Directory listings

Other digital

Radio

Content marketing

Broadcast TV

Events/sponsorships

Mobile in-app ads or push…

Cable TV

Streaming audio

Email sponsorships

Mobile SMS/Text ads

Website ads

Streaming video advertising

Direct mail

Paid social media advertising

Search engine marketing
Most Accurate Easiest to Understand

5%

8%

9%

10%

12%

14%

14%

17%

17%

17%

20%

21%

21%

22%

23%

26%

27%

29%

32%

42%

47%

57%

Other non-digital

Other printed publication

Outdoor

Printed directories

Magazine

Directory listings

Other digital

Content marketing

Streaming audio

Newspaper print…

Radio

Mobile SMS/Text ads

Events/sponsorships

Mobile in-app ads or…

Email sponsorships

Website ads

Broadcast TV

Cable TV

Streaming video…

Direct mail

Paid social media…

Search engine marketing

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

How to read: 68% of those who use search engine marketing say it provides the most 
accurate metrics/stats; 57% say the stats they get are the easiest to understand
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A quarter of SMBs don’t know what metric to 
ask for to calculate ROI

October 2022
SMB ROI

How much of your company’s media spending do you believe ROI could be 
calculated for? (Regardless of if your company is currently doing it)

10%

36%

27%

18%

8%
2%

31%
26%

29%

12%

None Less than half About half More than half All

Total Has ROI Process

And, finally, if your company could only receive ONE metric from your media partners to calculate ROI with, what 
one metric would that be? (This could be something you currently receive or not ) CODED OPEN ENDS 

1%
1%
1%

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

3%
3%
3%

3%
4%

4%
5%

6%
7%

12%
12%

24%

Market share
Customer Lifetime Value

Clicks/CTR
Word of mouth

Website traffic/visits
Attribution/recall surveys

Specific tool metrics (Google/Facebook)
Search results

Physical evidence of message
Engagement

More feet through the door/…
Cost per acquisition/order

ROAS
CPL

Cost/Expense
Sales/revenue

Number of leads/calls
Reach

Conversion rate
Don't know

41% of SMBs with an ROI 
process can calculate 
ROI for more than half of 
media spending

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 

Insights of those with 
ROI Process 
(not shown in the table) 

Those with an ROI 
process are less likely 
to say don’t know 
(12%). 

Conversion rate at 14% 
is #1, reach and 
leads/calls are #2 
with 9% each. 
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#

Retail Trade 30

Healthcare & Social Assistance 19

Construction / Contracting 16

Info, Media or Adv Companies 15

Services - Prof. and Business 13

Services - Other 12

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation 11

Manufacturing 7

Finance and Insurance 6

Other 28

Survey Dates: 
10/12/22 - 10/25/22 

%

Desktop 92%

Mobile/Tablet 8%

%

Novice 47%

Mid-Level 21%

Master 32%

%

South 33%

Midwest 31%

West 18%

Northeast 18%

Location of Respondents
(darker bubble indicates more responses from that area)

Survey Taker Profile

Top Industries of Respondents

Census Region 

Device Used

Marketing Expertise

Completed Surveys: 157

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Those who feel they underspend (Page 1)
Q. Why do you say that? How do you know you are UNDERSPENDING on advertising? (n=72)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

1 Would prefer faster growth, our marketing budget is a low percentage of where we'd like to be in 
sales

2 Based on my education I can make the guess
3 Compared to our competitors, we're underperforming

4
It might be better to say we aren't correctly spending. There's no good metrics for our business, 
and the social media 'experts' haven't come up with an efficient way to use or measure the 
various platforms.

5 We don't really spend any money which is likely the definition of 'underspending'.
6 We are not doing enough to support the brand or drive leads.
7 We don't really advertise other than have a website, or word of mouth.
8 Many of our competitors seem to have larger budgets.

9
We are over 3 months out for a client to get service in some of our service areas and feel like it's 
a waste of money to try and get more business until we can meet demand.   Spending less than 
3% of gross income.

10 Everyone is cautious right now

11 I don't spend a lot for advertising because I rely heavily on word of mouth.  However, I could 
probably reach more if I spend more

12 as a % of sales, we are low.
13 We know what other peers are spending and know that we would like to do more

14 We cut back spending, particularly on digital media and print. We are getting fewer leads as a 
result.

15 Ticket events aren't going as fast. Even regular customers don't know abut events
16 Don't advertise except existing customer referrals.
17 WE do not do a lot of marketing

18 We have pulled back advertising in the face of post-Covid America while we assess how the 
market has changed and how to best approach and target the marketing funds we have.

19 As a non-profit, our budgets are very tight and we are in a market competing with other 
institutions with MUCH larger budgets.

20 We aren't currently advertising
21 product shortage affects budget

22 we don't hardly budget anything - we do all free and social media other than print advertising in 
the local paper every 2 weeks

23 I keep asking the boss for our next project and he keeps pushing it off
24 I have been busy and haven't paid as much attention as I could
25 My growth is organic--mostly word of mouth

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Those who feel they underspend (Page 2)
Q. Why do you say that? How do you know you are UNDERSPENDING on advertising? (n=72)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

26 when I spend it gets immediate results
27 Compared to what my competitors spend, we are underspending

28 We are well below industry expectations/norms for % of gross revenue reinvested into the 
company thru marketing

29 I don't know that, but I spend very little. Keeping good existing clients happy is my focus.
30 Several avenues we used in the past are no longer in business or available

31

Our company and the companies we represent could almost all spend more right now.  The 
reason for most underspending ranges in creating and getting approval for new content / ads to 
represent the current economic climate and fast changes.  We don't always get approval timely.  
A few including our company are planning to increase spending over the next few months, so I 
would say this is a temporay underspend until after the election

32 A recent conversation with a web developer indicated that the minimum spend for google 
adwords should be roughly the same as what I spend in total.

33 We spend zero
34 Owners are cheap
35 we are not utilizing several media sources to help with our branding

36 We probably should put more effort into having someone do some social media and possibly 
either mailers or advertising somehow

37 Because I try not to spend money.... unless I know there is a return on it.

38 we don't currently pay for advertising and we need to

39 Absolute bare minimum expenditures over last twenty YEARS -- primary ad budget goes for 
business cards, other expenditures are bundled in with online 'presence' costs

40 If you wish to be the market leader, you need to act like that, including your marketing budget.  
Most CEO's and CFO's don't like increasing the marketing budget.

41
As an example, our current level of search impression share (still available) indicates that there is 
an opportunity to contribute more to our advertising budget. Unfortunately this is a decision 
made by each individual location owner (we are a franchise), and as a result, some are not 
interested in doing so (nor do they fully comprehend the potential for greater performance).

42 We are only advertising on Google, FaceBook and the radio.
43 sometimes we are just too busy to focus on gaining new business.
44 Not enough business and we hardly spend any money on it currently

45 We use to spend more, but have had to cut back in the last year.

46 Our budget was cut in 2021 and 2022. So we had less money to spend than usual. We are hopeful 
that our 2023 budget will bring us more advertising dollars.

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Those who feel they underspend (Page 3)
Q. Why do you say that? How do you know you are UNDERSPENDING on advertising? (n=72)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

47
Our yearly budget is less than a tenth of what it was four years ago. I work in marketing and 
work directly with our CFO to set the budget which has been drastically reduced for any 
advertising or marketing purposes.

48 They want Airport and Cruise advertising but that would take almost all the budget, leaving 
nothing else for proven ad outlets.

49 There are opportunities out there that we are not exploring due to internal bias, and little data 
to support it.

50 We have stopped advertising on numerous platforms, but have not added new ones
51 Based on estimates of competitors
52 As a business that covers an entire state, I believe we could do a lot more.
53 We are below the average $ amount

54 We need to reach larger audiences on a national level and we haven't been able to update our 
advertising budget in 5 years.

55 There are still consumers in our area that don't know about our services.

56 Our brand awareness goals are large and the total addressable market is huge while our 
budgets are modest.

57 no work

58 We need to increase our advertising budget to include other avenues such as radio, television, 
and social media.

59 As I near retirement, I am not actively seeking new clients.
60 We're suddenly over the last few months not quite reaching sales objectives
61 Little use of advertising following covid.
62 More people moving in and finding us by driving by.

63
I'm answering based on how a marketing person would.  As the business owner I want to spend 
as little as possible as long as I get results. Networking is what works for us, so I spend on 
membership dues and events.

64 We don't spend very much on every day advertising due to shortage of funds. We do spend the 
money on long term things that are single investment.

65

The company that I work for specializes in luxury swimming pool construction. We consistently 
have about a 1.5 year backlog for new construction and the majority of our business comes 
from referrals, so we don't spend an extraordinary amount on advertising. We concentrate 
mainly on sponsorship opportunities and 'good will' advertising to maintain a positive 
reputation within our community.

66 underfunded just spending what we can

67 I work for a non-profit that is continually cutting the budget.

68 It just feels like too much. I know some things are working and I know some are not. Will adjust 
for next year. Might spend the same, but differently.

69 There are other ways we can advertise, but we are not due to financial reasons.
70 Gut feeling
71 We need to get the spend to 8-10% for aggressive growth n our industry which is HVAC

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Those who feel they spend appropriate 
amounts (Page 1)
Q. Why do you say that? How do you know you are SPENDING AN APPROPRIATE AMOUNT on 
advertising? (n=54)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

1 Based on expected ROI, think we are where we should be.
2 I think we have a great spread and reach for our market.  There may be other opportunities, but 

with little ROI involved.
3 Our current approach is not to try to grow business it's to try to maintain the business we have
4 Business continues to grow at expected rate with what we are presently doing

5
Our work is not created thru advertising. Our work is developed thru relationships. When our 
company started, we spent more on advertising, but now that we are established, our work 
comes thru relationships and the bidding process.

6 Just historical numbers based upon industry standards
7 We don't need to advertise, we can barely keep up with word-of-mouth referral and return 

business...

8
Feedback from customers. They call or comment when in store how much they love our 
commercials. Customers say our commercials make them happy. Very hard to reach a 
customer on that level but it can be done!

9 Our sales keep rising, and we continue to get new customers.
10 We are within our budgeted amount and we see the results we want from our advertising.
11 We track our ROI very closely.
12 we only spend for very specific types of publications. targeted.
13 We have actively monitored and adjusted our spend on a monthly basis for over 12 years.  We 

base our decision on spend on conversions (opportunities to engage customers in our process).
14 I used to spend more, but have gotten to the point that word of mouth/previous clients keeps a 

steady stream coming
15 We are affiliated with a large brand that gives us guidance for our ad budget. We also look at 

average spend for our category and we are in line with other businesses like us.
16 We consider roi in everything we do.
17 We spend almost nothing (less than $1,000/year) but we're at the breaking point of how much 

business we can handle.
18 business is steady
19 We track and analyze all activity
20 We have increase sales by a greater percent than we increased advertising.
21 i feel what we do is fine doesnt seem to matter if you spend more the business doesnt go up to 

make up the difference
22 Seems to be the correct amount for the current conditions

23
We have a set budget and use it to advertise in different marketing medias. Many customers 
mention that they saw us on social media, noticed our billboard, or saw our business spotlight 
video. While not absolutely sure if we're spending enough, we know what we're spending is 
effective.

24
We have been in business for 40 years and we apply a percentage to our advertising budget as 
percentage of revenue.  This way we know that we are getting the ROI on our weekly radio show 
and radio advertising, which is part of our line item expense control

25 Best guess. I'm going off of what I spend on social media hiring ads, but I don't know how much 
our HR Department spends on hiring websites, like Indeed.

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Those who feel they spend appropriate 
amounts (Page 2)
Q. Why do you say that? How do you know you are SPENDING AN APPROPRIATE AMOUNT on 
advertising? (n=54)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

26 For what we do it's the right amount
27 We have had a budget for advertising that has given us the desired results.

28 We acquire resumes that locks us with high quality employees.   Our customers continue 
utilizing our services with no issues.

29 We have plenty of new patients and sales are great!
30 too much competition out there for simple jobs and everyone is trying to under bid
31 Our business is growing without ad spend.
32 Advice from franchise via marketing programs

33 We have no plans to expand our customer base therefore our existing and proven advertising 
plan is correct

34 Because I have a budget and have to stick to it.
35 We are spending what funds we have available and are benefitting with customer response
36 we are in the midst of a corporate buyyout so marketing is in the air.
37 Other methods seem to be far more effective for us than advertising.
38 My business is 100% referrals
39 best guess

40 Business is chaallenging.  reaching customers has been more difficult, and to spend more 
could be counterproductive

41 We see an uptick when we advertise, but if we spend more we do not see a continued increase 
in sales.

42 my budget is based off of industry standard recommendations

43 we spend 7.5% of our revenue which is appropriate based on data and our growth 
expectations

44 We have a fair amount of leads coming in to keep the staff busy without overbooking.
45 Smaller client so right for amount of advertising

46 While others business are slowing down we are holding steady. I think alot of that has to do 
with consistent advertising.

47 Commensurate to our needs
48 based on a % of sales

49
We are spending only 25% of what we spent before Covid and are 2-4 weeks behind which is 
perfect for our small business since we can't find staff to expand and are saving it for when we 
get slow

50 Attendance at events is commensurate with money spent.
51 Our ROI is where we need it to be.
52 We are only spending 1% of gross sales.  Most recommend 2-5% for advertising.
53 getting good responses to our current advertising efforts
54 We don't have the need for it

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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Those who feel they overspend (Page 1)

Q. Why do you say that? How do you know you are OVERSPENDING on advertising? (n=19)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

1 It is so hard to calculate my ROI that I can't help but feel like I've spent too much.
2 We have spent and are currently spending too much for our web page.
3 We've upped our budget as we're seeing good results from digital marketing.
4 ROI is almost 2x standard

5
We feel there are some medias we could cut back on and we have made cuts in the past that 
did not affect sales.  we will also try to identify the media and spends that are most productive 
which reduces coast vs revenue

6 New business, so spending A TON on marketing.  Feels excessive.

7 Our new client trials are staying about the same, or less, yet we are trying different marketing 
methods with additional cost.

8 either overspending or miss-spending - not seeing the results we'd like to see

9 I don't know how to measure the ROI on marketing, so I don't know if we are spending too much, 
too little, or just right.  But I feel it's too much.

10 Some customers have commented that they hear our commercials much more often than they 
do of other advertisers.

11
We are leaning into digital more heavily this year but maintaining our traditional marketing 
strategies as well for the time being. Planning to reduce traditional ad spend as digital starts 
performing

12 We feel the need to have more visibility in uncertain times.

13 We have increased our advertising budget but don't seem to get any extra traffic and no 
increase in sales

14 I never say no to an opportunity to market.  Also looking at my percentages.
15 I'm cheap
16 We don't feel we are getting what we need from the current staff.
17 no  results
18 Low staffing lead to less attention to detail which lead to probably doubling up on things.
19 There are no specific ways to track most of the advertising and how beneficial it is for us.

Source: October 2022 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=157 
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ROI Process Descriptions (Page 1)
Q Tell us more about your process for measuring and understanding ROI of your 
company’s marketing. If you look at specific metrics, which metrics are those and how do 
you track them? (n=64)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

1 We have sophisticated tracking and performance systems in place. Calls, Appointments and Revenue
2 Call tracking
3 Cost of ad VS. # of responses and income generated per ad
4 Conversions through the website, leads generated, sales.

5 We question where every phone lead comes from and where every online lead comes from while tracking 
rise or fall of ads viewed online.

6 Does the advertising actually bring sales. Our sales are driven more by the relationship path, than 
advertising. If we spend monies on advertising, it is for a particular project that we may be going after.

7 Depending on the client (I work at an advertising agency), we monitor website traffic, leads, calls and sales.
8 client feedback... from customers.
9 We look at analytics, engagement, clicks, and heard about us reports

10
We track every new person who walks into our clinic and how they heard about us. If they are simply a 
walk-in, and do not identify a specific prompt that took them here, we will still ask if they have seen our 
cable TV commercial.

11 we track unique monthly visitors and interactions per marketing tool
12 We track all of our metrics within a spreadsheet with month over month and year over year.

13 We  use a CRM tool that helps us track customers. We track # of form fills, # of people that tour our 
community and # of sales that result from each marketing source.

14 Conversions vs. Cost.  Conversions = opportunities to engage customers in our process.
15 We track responses and conversions...and then ultimately income period to period
16 We create specific tracking and are doing surveys.
17 informal - but we're very small and notice when people mention things

18
We are able to attribute store visits and dollars spent for our SEM and Social advertising through integration 
of our POS and advertising agency. We also know dollars spent for our direct mail and email marketing by 
preforming a match back process.

19 We use word of mouth to gage.
20 We look at conversions, clicks and engagement as applicable.
21 where placed. amount spent. response from specific placements  $ value of responses and deals done
22 Advertising expense compared to revenue generating

23 We utilize call source tracking, monthly reporting from each ad source (especially digital) and where our 
customers are saying they heard about us.

24 Track who comes thru our marketing/ads...  track the revenue generated...  evaluate accordingly.

25 Google Attribution, IP Attribution, Foot Traffic Device Match, offline conv tracking, Google Analytics, Call 
Recording

26 Analytics, cost per lead, cost per sale, web traffic, call tracking and form fills.

27 At the register we can enter how they heard of us and we can tell when they walk in the door if they have 
been in before~

28 Marketing / Ad spend is limited, can be directly linked (or not) to incoming business opportunities.

29 my signage on trucks n trailers.. get phone calls into office and if i park in a lot to get lunch or something 
people know i work in that area

30 It's very rudimentary, since we do so little. We support the local soccer team, keep a presence on social 
media, and spend money of fund raising efforts..

31 Amount of website visitors and then behavior once on our websites. Then we distribute an annual survey to 
gauge awareness.
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ROI Process Descriptions (Page 2)
Q Tell us more about your process for measuring and understanding ROI of your company’s 
marketing. If you look at specific metrics, which metrics are those and how do you track 
them? (n=64)

October 2022
SMB ROI 

32 We use Local Act for Google measurements
33 We tally returning customers vs. new customers vs non-returning customers vs. the various campaigns
34 Foot traffic, numbers, conversations, sales on products advertised
35 New clients are asked where they heard of the company.

36
We regularly perform quarterly recap reviews for each franchise location's paid advertising performance. 
This includes overall ROAS, along with CPL/CPC and additional OKRs we internally peg with campaign and 
operational success.

37 Oh, my method is unsophisticated and very basic. My ads contain a call to action of some sort or another, 
and I simply track the response to see what wording/offer/time of year/etc gets the most action.

38 google analytics, semrush, DexYP, etc
39 We use internal metrics since we don't have a ton of ad spend currently
40 We track in our registration software by specifics.

41 ROI Analytics from the company we use  Google Analytics  The current program we use to track 
customers

42 We carefully monitor sales after placing an ad. We also have a technology in place to tell us about those 
who are on Facebook and can do a little correlation with Facebook Ads.

43 When we purchase outside advertising, we receive the results from them. For our own advertising and 
social spend, we track reach and how effective our investment was in generating new purchases.

44 We have weekly sales data and can track that against the spend.  We don't have too many cross platform 
promotions.

45 Weekly reporting on leads, conversions and sales

46 We set goals for reach and conversion on specific action items from customers.  The goals also factor in 
cost per conversion.

47 We ask customers how they heard about us.
48 We track each lead source separately.

49 We mainly track through website traffic as most of our advertising includes a CTA to go to our website. For 
a few ads, we also include masked numbers to track ROI.

50 We use Google Analytics, website traffic, return on advertising investment cost of advertising vs event 
expense

51 We are a part of a bigger holding company and we have a specific team of researchers who provide this 
data.

52 Cost per lead and number of registrations the ad generated.
53 Its all about conversion
54 Someone other than myself handles that area
55 Spend vs. new clients
56 If prospective clients reach out, it's wrking

57 We start with a simple ROAS metric then have many other more advanced metrics we evaluate 
depending on the ad platform and the ability we have to measure it.

58 Every lead has to have a source, we document that and use that for the cost per lead.

59 Cost of Net - Marketing / Marketing Department / Ad Cost / Product Costs all need to be about 300% for 
us to make our margin.

60 old school spreadsheet tracking, new software next month for tracking

61 our marketing director monitors the posts and advertising efforts then tracks the number and locations of 
the respondees to know how effective we are and where to spend future ad dollars

62
We are able to track some advertising campaigns and some we are not. Radio is difficult to track. Also 
magazine ads without a coupon, but I choose certain ads to do a coupon in because they are more of our 
target market.

63 Cost pricing
64 Our CRM tracks where the calls come from.


